Abstract. Obtaining convincing evidence for spatial memory of natural food sources in wild animals is hard because the observer rarely knows as much about the available food as does the animal, and the ability of the animal to detect novel food sources is usually not measured. In this study, I took advantage of the scarcity of natural fruit sources in the subtropical winter to present a wild group of brown capuchin monkeys with a large-scale array of 15 feeding platforms spaced ca 200 m apart. With this array, I could control the location, productivity and renewal schedule of the major fruit sources used by these animals. Combining an independent measurement of their detection field for these platforms with the known locations of the platforms, I calculated the expected patterns of movement among platform sites by the group under various models of 'random' foraging. These expected patterns were compared to the actual spatial movements of the group. The capuchin group moved significantly more often toward closer platforms and in straighter lines than expected by any random search model using their observed detection field of 82 m, although their behaviour did agree with such models for unrealistically large search fields of 225-350 m. I infer that the movements of this study group are likely to be guided by spatial memory. However, straight-line movement and a preference for closer platforms are in general not convincing evidence for spatial memory unless the detection field of the forager for the resources is known.
Convincing evidence of the use of spatial memory in wild animals is limited, although many experiments on diverse captive organisms show that they possess and use spatial knowledge to solve foraging problems (e.g. Menzel 1973; Olton 1977; Menzel & Juno 1985; Shettleworth & Krebs 1986; Krebs et al. 1990; Phelps & Roberts 1991) . Longterm studies of wild animals often disclose marked regularities in movement or temporal patterns of harvesting that suggest the existence of spatiotemporal memory (e.g. Janzen 1971; Gill & Wolf 1977; Kamil 1978; Balda & Kamil 1988; Gill 1988; Thomson et al. 1997) . Primates are ideal animals to study long-term resource use as they can be followed for weeks at a time, and their food sources are often discrete (fruit trees) and easily monitored by humans. Many studies on primate spatial-use patterns (e.g. Milton 1981; Sigg & Stolba 1981; Garber 1989) are consistent with the hypothesis that wild monkeys know the locations of their food trees and move efficiently among them.
It is difficult, however, to rule out the possibility that other processes could lead to superficially similar spatial patterns of resource use (Garber & Hannon 1993) . The fact that no organism can move from point A to point B without passing through some set of intermediate points in space means that animals will show substantial spatial structure and temporal dependence in their movements even if no memory is being used to guide them. Additionally, long-distance cues not obvious to humans (e.g. olfaction: Garber & Hannon 1993) may allow long-distance goal-oriented movements that mimic the use of spatial memory. There has also been considerable debate about how spatial memory is organized: whether animals possess coordinate-based cognitive maps or 'merely' memorize a set of pathways among known landmarks (e.g. Gould 1986; Gallistel 1989; Dyer 1991; Bennett 1996) . This paper will not attempt to prove the existence of true 
